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Abstract

In existing joint detection and tracking methods, pair-
wise relational features are used to match previous track-
lets to current detections. However, the features may not
be discriminative enough for a tracker to identify a target
from a large number of detections. Selecting only high-
scored detections for tracking may lead to missed detections
whose confidence score is low. Consequently, in the on-
line setting, this results in disconnections of tracklets which
cannot be recovered. In this regard, we present Sparse
Graph Tracker (SGT), a novel online graph tracker using
higher-order relational features which are more discrim-
inative by aggregating the features of neighboring detec-
tions and their relations. SGT converts video data into a
graph where detections, their connections, and the rela-
tional features of two connected nodes are represented by
nodes, edges, and edge features, respectively. The strong
edge features allow SGT to track targets with tracking can-
didates selected by top-K scored detections with large K.
As a result, even low-scored detections can be tracked, and
the missed detections are also recovered. The robustness
of K value is shown through the extensive experiments.
In the MOT16/17/20 and HiEve Challenge, SGT outper-
forms the state-of-the-art trackers with real-time inference
speed. Especially, a large improvement in MOTA is shown
in the MOT20 and HiEve Challenge. Code is available at
https://github.com/HYUNJS/SGT.

1. Introduction
In the online setting, missed detection problem is far

more critical than in the offline setting; tracklets are discon-
nected once the corresponding detections are missed, while
tracklet interpolation is infeasible to fill the past missed
detections. As illustrated in Figure 1, occlusion leads to
low-confident detections, and if they are included in the as-
sociation step, the complexity of tracking increases with
too many spurious detections. Pairwise relational features
(e.g., position or visual similarity) may not be discrimina-
tive enough to distinguish targets in such case and result

*The work was partially done during an intern at Clova AI.

Figure 1. Motivation of detection recovery by tracking. Track-
ing of 1 cannot be performed if the high-scored detection ( ? )
is selected as the tracking candidate. Meanwhile, adding low-
scored detections ( ? , ? , ? ) to the candidate pool results in wrong
matching of 1 with ? in (a) since pairwise relations are ambigu-
ous to be used for discriminating 1 among them. In contrast, our
SGT (b) exploits multi-hop relations updated via a GNN to contain
visual features of neighboring detections and their relations. De-
spite many tracking candidates selected by top-K, SGT success-
fully tracks 1 , and its missed detection is consequently recovered.

in wrong matching. Thus, existing works [45, 50, 19, 35],
which use the pairwise relations for tracking, exploit only
high-scored detections as tracking candidates.

A graph is an effective way to represent relations be-
tween objects in a video, and a graph neural network (GNN)
is effective in modeling the relationship. Bearing this in
mind, we model the spatio-temporal relationship in video
data using a GNN to extract higher-order relational features
(i.e., multi-hop relational features) which consider the rela-
tions between neighboring objects or background patches.
These features are powerful and can perform association
correctly even if a large number of detections (e.g., 300) is
selected as tracking candidates. Thus, we propose Sparse
Graph Tracker (SGT), a novel online graph tracker that
adopts joint detection and tracking (JDT) framework [35]
where object detector and tracker share a backbone network
to achieve fast inference speed.

In the association step, existing online JDT methods uti-
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lize pairwise relational features between two detections,
such as similarity of appearance features [23, 35, 45, 34],
center point distance [48], and Intersection over Union
(IoU) score [32]. Although [37, 35, 45, 34] fuse appear-
ance information and motion information by weighted sum,
these features reflect only the relations between two ob-
jects and are not discriminative for accurate matching in a
crowded scene. Motion predictor (e.g., Kalman filter [3])
is commonly employed to improve tracking performance.
On the contrary, we utilize higher-order relational features
by aggregating the features of neighboring nodes and edges
through iterations of GNNs. Even without a motion pre-
dictor, higher-order relational features are still powerful to
correctly match the previous tracklets with current frame’s
(It2) top-K scored detections which contain a large number
of spurious detections due to a large K value.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We propose a novel online graph-based tracker

that is jointly trained with object detector and per-
forms long-term association without any motion
model. Our SGT shows superior performance on the
MOT16/17/20 and HiEve benchmarks with real-time
inference speed.

2. We propose training and inference techniques for
SGT effectively achieving detection recovery by
tracking. Their effectiveness is demonstrated through
extensive ablation experiments and a large improve-
ment on MOT20 where severe crowdedness results in
low confident detections for the occluded objects.

2. Related Works

2.1. JDT Methods

Recently, many JDT methods are proposed due to fast in-
ference speed and single-stage training based on the shared
backbone. They extend object detectors to MOT mod-
els with the extra tracking branch which is jointly trained
with the detector. They fall into two categories: (1) re-
identification (reID) branch outputs discriminative appear-
ance features for tracking, and (2) motion prediction branch
outputs the updated location of tracklets for tracking.
JDT by reID. RetinaTrack [23], JDE [35], FairMOT [45]
append reID branch to RetinaNet [20], YOLOv3 [28], and
CenterNet [49], respectively. Liang et al. [19] points out
that the objectives of detection and ReID are conflicting,
and proposes a cross-correlation network that learns task-
specific features. On the other hand, GSDT [34] and
CorrTracker [33] enhance the current features by spatio-
temporal relational modeling that exploits previous frames.
CorrTracker [33], the current state-of-ther-art model, fuses
the correlation in both spatial and temporal dimensions to
the image features at multiple pyramid levels. All these
methods associate the tracklets and detections using the

similarity of reID features. Also, Kalman filter [3] is com-
monly employed and motion information is fused to the
similarity.
JDT by motion prediction. D&T [11] and Center-
Track [48] append the learnable motion predictor into R-
FCN [6] and CenterNet [49], respectively. CenterTrack as-
sociates the tracklets and detections using the center point
distance of the detections and the tracklets updated by pre-
dicted motion. TraDeS [38] predicts the center offset of ob-
jects between two consecutive frames based on a cost vol-
ume which is computed by a similarity of reID features of
the frames. TransTrack [32] is a transformer-based tracker
that propagates the previous frame’s tracklets to the current
frame and matches with the current detections by IoU score.
Comparison. Our SGT extends CenterNet [49] with a
graph tracker. Compared with others using pairwise re-
lational features (e.g., IoU, cosine similarity or fusion of
them), SGT exploits edge features updated through GNN
which are higher-order relational features, and solves asso-
ciation as edge classification as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Graph-based Multi-object Tracking

A graph is an effective way to represent relational infor-
mation, and GNN can learn higher-order relational infor-
mation through a message passing process that propagates
node or edge features to the connected nodes or edges and
aggregates neighboring features. STRN [40] is an online
MOT method with a spatio-temporal relation network that
consists of a spatial relation module and a temporal relation
module. The features from these two modules are fused
to predict the affinity score for association. MPNTrack [5]
adopts a message passing network [12] with time-aware
node update module that aggregates past and future features
separately and solves MOT problem as edge classification.
LPCMOT [7] generates and scores tracklet proposals based
on a set of frames and detections with Graph Convolution
Network (GCN) [14]. GSDT [34] is the first work that ap-
plies a GNN in an online JDT method, but its use of GNN
is limited to enhancing the current feature map and track-
ing is still performed using pairwise relational features. In
contrast, SGT is the first JDT method using higher-order
relational features for tracking.

2.3. Online Detection Recovery

In the TBD framework, detections to be tracked are de-
cided based on certain threshold. Two detection threshold
values are commonly used in online MOT methods [35,
45, 19]: τinit and τD for initializing unmatched detections
as new tracklets and choosing tracking candidates, respec-
tively. Due to a high value of τD (e.g., 0.4), some low-
scored true detections are not included in the tracking can-
didates. In ByteTrack [44], an extra association stage is de-
ployed that the unmatched tracklets are matched with low-
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Figure 2. Overview of detection recovery in the inference pipeline of SGT. (S1) Top-K scored detections and their features are extracted
from It1 and It2. The red boxes indicate positive detection that contains ID. (S2) A sparse graph is built, where a node, ni

T ∈ NT

(i ∈ [1,K]), is a detection of frame T = {t1, t2} and an edge (ei,j) is a connection between ni
t1 and nj

t2. The green nodes are the tracklets
that are missed until t1 and they are appended to Nt1. The red nodes indicate the positive detection that has its assigned ID. Two nodes
at Nt2 are red since their detection scores are above τinit, so new ID can be assigned to them. (S3) GNN updates the features of nodes
and edges to become higher-order by aggregating neighboring features. (S4) The edge score of the red line (a positive edge) is above the
edge threshold (τE) while the green line represents a negative edge. The yellow node (n3

t2) is an example of detection recovery. It was
previously negative detection due to its low score, but it becomes a positive detection with the help of a positive edge. (S5) The recovered
detection (n3

t2) in S4 is verified by the node score. If the node score is below the node threshold (τN ), it is regarded as a false positive and
is filtered out. Otherwise, the node is recovered and hence can be successfully detected which is shown by the yellow node becoming red.

scored detections using IoU score. However, a new detec-
tion threshold, τDlow

(e.g., 0.2), is introduced for selecting
the low-scored detections as the candidates, and this is a
critical value deciding the trade-off between FP and FN.
OMC [18] introduces an extra stage before the association
step to complement missed detections which may not be de-
tected due to the low confidence score.

3. Sparse Graph Tracker
3.1. Overall Architecture

Figure 2 shows the architecture of SGT. While vari-
ous image backbones and object detectors can be flexibly
adopted to SGT, our main experiment is based on Center-
Net [49] with a variant of DLA-34 backbone [42] as same
as our baseline, FairMOT [45]. Following [45], we mod-
ify CenterNet that the box size predictor outputs left, right,
top, and bottom sizes (sl, sr, st, sb) from a center point of
an object instead of the width and height. CenterNet is a
point-based detector that predicts object at every pixel of a
feature map. The score head’s output is denoted as Bscore ∈
RHh×Hw×1, where Hh and Hw are height and width of the
feature map. The output from the size head is denoted as
Bsize ∈ RHh×Hw×4. The offset head adjusts the center co-
ordinates of objects using Boff ∈ RHh×Hw×2. At frame
T , CenterNet outputs detections DT = (ST , BT ), where
ST is the detection score (Bscore) and BT ∈ RHh×Hw×4 is
top-left and bottom-right coordinates.
Sparse graph builder takes top-K scored detections from

each frame (It1 and It2) and sets them as the nodes of a
graph (Nt1 and Nt2). In the inference phase, the previ-
ous timestep’s Nt2 will be the current timestep’s Nt1. We
sparsely connect Nt1 and Nt2 only if they are close in either
Euclidean or feature space. Specifically, ni

t1 ∈ Nt1 is con-
nected to Nt2 with three criteria: 1) small distance between
their center coordinates; 2) high cosine similarity between
their features; 3) high IoU score. For each criterion, the
given number of Nt2 (e.g., 10) are selected to be connected
to ni

t1 without duplicates. The connection is bidirectional
so that both Nt1 and Nt2 update their features. The visual
features of the detections and relational features are used as
the features of nodes (V ) and edges (E), respectively.

To include low-scored detections for tracking, a low
threshold value can be an alternative to top-K. Although it
can also achieve good performance if it is small enough as
shown in the supplementary material, such detection thresh-
old value is sensitive to the detector’s score distribution. As
a result, careful calibration is required for different detectors
and datasets. In contrast, top-K method is robust to such is-
sues as it is not affected by the score distribution. Since K
is the maximum number of objects that the model can track,
we set K to be sufficiently larger than the maximum num-
ber of people in the dataset (e.g., 100 in MOT16/17; 300 in
MOT20). In Table 7, we experimentally show the robust-
ness of K values.

Some tracklets are failed to track for a while when they
are invisible due to full occlusion. These missing tracklets
are stored for a period of agemax and appended to Nt1. Al-
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though existing MOT works [4, 35, 45, 33] apply a motion
predictor (e.g., Kalman filter [3]) for predicting the possi-
ble location of missing tracklets, SGT can perform long-
term association without a motion predictor. Here, we store
the tracklets whose length is longer than agemin to prevent
false positive cases.
Graph neural network updates features of nodes (V ) and
edges (E) in a graph through the message passing process,
as described in Figure 3, that propagates the features to the
neighboring nodes and edges and then aggregates them. By
iterating this process, V now contains the features of both
the neighboring nodes and edges, and E indirectly aggre-
gates the features of other edges which are connected to
the same node. While the initial edge features represent
the pairwise relation of two detections, the iteration of the
process allows the updated edge features to represent the
higher-order (multi-hop) relation that also considers neigh-
boring detections. Section 3.2 presents more details.
Edge classifier is a FC layer that predicts the edge score
(ES) from the updated edge features. The edge score is the
probability that the connected detections at t1 and t2 refer to
the same object. Since ni

t1 is connected to many nodes at t2,
we use the Hungarian algorithm [15] for optimal matching
based on the edge score matrix. As a result, ni

t1 has only
one edge score which is optimally assigned. Then, the edge
threshold (τE) is used for deciding a positive or negative
edge. The yellow box shown in Figure 2 is the recovered
detection that n3

t2 is negative due to its low detection score,
but its connected node, n1

t1, and edge (e1,3) are positive.
Node classifier is a FC layer that prevents incorrect detec-
tion recovery by predicting the node score (NS) from the
updated node features. If the recovered detection’s node
score is below the node threshold (τN ), we decide not to
recover it, thus the node stays negative. Otherwise, we con-
firm recovery of the missed detection and the node becomes
positive as shown by n3

t2 in Figure 2.

3.2. Graph Construction and Update

This section explains design of the node and edge fea-
tures in SGT. Note that a FC block refers to a stack of FC
layer, layer normalization [1], and ReLU function
Initial node features. Contrary to the graph-based MOT
works using reID features of detected objects [5, 40, 36],
SGT exploits the image backbone’s visual features (H)
which are shared for detection and jointly trained.
Initial edge features. Edge feature are denoted as eli,j ,
where i and j are the starting and ending node indices
respectively, and l indicates iteration. Inspired by MPN-
Track [5], SGT initializes high-dimensional edge features
as Eq. 1.

e0i, j = fenc

([
xi − xj , yi − yj , log(

wi

wj
), log( hi

hj
), IoU i, j , Simi, j

])
, (1)

where [·] is concatenation operator, x and y are the center

Figure 3. Illustration of message passing in a GNN. Initial edge
features, E0, are updated to E1 containing the features of two
connected nodes, V 0

t1 and V 0
t2. Initial node features, V 0, are then

updated to V 1 containing the features of connected nodes, V 0, and
the updated edges features, E1. For simplicity, we omit bidirec-
tional connections and show only few edges.

coordinates, h and w are the height and width of a bound-
ing box, Sim is cosine similarity, and fenc refers to two
FC blocks. As the initialized edge features are direction-
aware, two edges connecting the same nodes but reversely
will have different features considering different relations
(e.g., t1 → t2 and t2 → t1). Vt1 and Vt2 are updated on
two different MLPs with these different edge features. Af-
ter updating in GNN, these bidirectional edge features are
averaged to predict a single edge score.
Initial graph, shown in the left of Figure 3, is denoted
by G0 = {V 0, E0}, where E0 = {e0i,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤
2K + |Vmiss|} is a set of initial edge features and V 0 =
V 0
t1

⋃
V 0
t2

⋃
V 0
miss is a set of initial node features at t1, t2,

and missing tracklets.
Update in node and edge features. Figure 3 describes two
steps to update the features of nodes and edges during the
message passing process in GNN. The initial edge features
e0i, j , shown in the left side of the graph, are pairwise rela-
tional features considering only the two connected nodes at
t1 and t2 (direction i → j).

In Step 1 of Figure 3, the edge features are updated as
Eq. 2.

eli, j = fe
([
vl−1
i , vl−1

j , e0i, j , e
l−1
i, j

])
, (2)

where fe refers to two FC blocks, l is the number of itera-
tions (l ∈ [1, Niter]), vi is the features of node i, and vl−1

i

indicates the node features of the previous iteration. There-
fore, the current state of the two connected nodes, initial and
current edge features are concatenated and passed to fe to
update edge features as eli, j . Initial edge features (e0i,j) are
concatenated every iteration to prevent the over-smoothing
issue in GNN [25]. Although we use the shared MLPs (fe)
for the edges of two different directions, the edge features
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of the opposite direction may not be the same since their
edge features are encoded in a direction-aware manner.

In Step 2 of Figure 3, node j aggregates the features of
the connected nodes and edges as Eq. 3.

vlj = fvout

(
1

|El
:,j |
∑
i

fvenc

([
vl−1
i , eli, j

]))
, (3)

where fvout is an FC block, |El
:,j | is the number of edges

connected to the node j, fvenc
refers to two FC blocks, eli j

is the updated edge features in Step 1 (Eq. 2) and vl−1
i is

the features of starting node. We suppose the index of Nt2

is from 1 to K and Nt1 is from K+1 to 2K+|Vmiss|. When
i > j, ei j is the edge features with direction of t1 → t2.
Thus, message passing is from t1 to t2 and Vt2 are updated.
As our edge features are direction-aware, we use different
fvenc for message passing t1 → t2 and t2 → t1.

3.3. Training and Inference Techniques

SGT is trained by the sum of the detection loss (LD) and
the association loss (LA).
Detection loss. Since we adopt CenterNet [49] as a detec-
tor, we follow [49] to compute the detection loss which is
the weighted sum of losses from three heads as Eq. 4.

LD = Lscore + wsizeLsize + woffLoff (4)

The size head outputs Bsize composed of (sl, sr, st, sb).
The offset head outputs Boff which is the quantization er-
ror of the center coordinates caused by the stride of fea-
ture map (e.g., 4). For each ground-truth (GT) object b̂i =
(x̂i

l, ŷ
i
t, x̂

i
r, ŷ

i
b), GT size b̂isize = (ŝil, ŝ

i
r, ŝ

i
t, ŝ

i
b) is computed

by the difference between center coordinates (ĉix, ĉ
i
y) =

(
x̂i
l+x̂i

r

2 ,
ŷi
t+ŷi

b

2 ) and b̂i. Each GT size b̂isize is assigned to

the prediction bxysize ∈ Bsize, where (x, y) = (⌊ ĉix
4 ⌋, ⌊ ĉiy

4 ⌋).
Each GT offset (ôx, ôy) = (

ĉix
4 − ⌊ ĉix

4 ⌋, ĉiy
4 − ⌊ ĉiy

4 ⌋) is as-
signed to the prediction bxyoff . Then, l1 loss is used to
compute Lsize and Loff . For training the score head, GT
heatmap Mxy ∈ RHh×Hw×1 is generated by the Gaussian
kernel as Eq. 5.

Mxy =
ND∑
i=1

exp(− (x−⌊ ĉix
4 ⌋)2)+(y−⌊

ĉiy
4 ⌋)2)

2σ2
d

), (5)

where ND is the number of GT object and σd is computed
by width and height of each object [16]. Lscore is com-
puted as the pixel-wise logistic regression with the penalty-
reduced focal loss [20].
Association loss. Our association loss is the weighted sum
of the edge and node classification losses as Eq. 6.

LA = wedgeLedge + wnodeLnode (6)

In SGT, the edge and node classifiers output the edge and
node scores (ES and NS), respectively. Ledge and Lnode

are computed on these scores with the focal loss [20]. Since
it is difficult to assign GT labels to the edges connecting the
background patches, we exclude them in Ledge as Eq. 7.

Ledge =
1

NE+

∑
ei,j∈E

{
FL(ES i,j , eyi,j), if ny i = 1 or nyj = 1;

0 otherwise,

(7)
where NE+ is the number of GT edges which at least one
of the endpoints is positive, E is a set of edges in G, FL is
the focal loss, edge in direction of t1 → t2, ey i,j is the GT
label of edge connecting the nodes ni and nj , and ny i is the
GT label of ni. We compute Lnode only on the node scores
at t2 as Eq. 8.

Lnode =
1

N
N

+
t2

∑
nj∈Nt2

FL(NS j ,nyj), (8)

where NN+
t2

is the number of GT positive nodes at t2. We
output zero when NE+ = 0 or NN+

t2
= 0.

Node and edge label assignment is an essential step for
computing the association loss. While existing GNN-based
tracker [5] trains its matching network using GT objects, we
introduce a novel training technique using pseudo labels to
effectively train the edge and node classifiers in a single step
with a detector and a shared backbone network. The top-K
detections are optimally matched with the GT objects based
on their IoU score matrix and Hungarian algorithm [15],
and IDs of the GTs are assigned to the matched detections.
To prevent the misallocation of GT ID, the assigned IDs
are filtered out if IoU of their matching is lower than the
threshold (e.g., 0.5). This step is repeated for Nt1 and Nt2

to assign (ny i and nyj). Finally, the GT edge label (ey i,j)
is assigned to the edges by matching the IDs of nodes. An
edge is labeled as 1 if the two connected nodes have the
same GT ID, and 0 otherwise.
Adaptive feature smoothing (AdapFS) is a novel inference
technique for the proposed detection recovery framework.
Following JDE [35], recent online TBD models update ap-
pearance features of tracklets in an exponential moving av-
erage manner as embtrkt2 = α×embtrkt1 +(1−α)×embdett2 .
The features of tracklets are updated by adding the features
of new detections with the fixed weight, α. However, low-
scored recovered objects have unreliable appearance fea-
tures since they may suffer from occlusion or blur. Thus, we
incorporate adaptive weight computed by the object scores
(ST ) of matched tracklets and detections as Eq. 9.

embtrkt2 = embtrkt1 × St1

St1+St2
+ embdett2 × St2

St1+St2
(9)

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details

Datasets. We train and evaluate the proposed method us-
ing MOT16/17/20 and HiEve Challenge datasets [24, 8, 22]
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which target pedestrian tracking. MOT20 and HiEve are
complex datasets composed of crowded scenes. On each
frame, MOT20 has 170 people on average compared to
MOT17 containing 30 people. Due to the small size of
the MOT datasets, JDE [35] introduces the pedestrian de-
tection and reID datasets [10, 43, 9, 39, 47] for training.
FairMOT [45] further exploits extra pedestrian detection
dataset, CrowdHuman [30]. We only use CrowdHuman
as an extra training dataset to achieve competitive perfor-
mance. Since CrowdHuman does not have ID labels and is
not a video dataset, we assign a unique ID to every object
and randomly warp an image to generate a pair of consecu-
tive frames (It1–It2).
Implementation details. We use CenterNet [49] pretrained
on COCO object detection dataset [21] to initialize SGT’s
detector. For fair comparison with [45, 33, 41, 34], we
use the image size of 1088 × 608 and the feature map size
(Hw ×Hh) of 272× 152. Two consecutive frames are ran-
domly sampled in the interval of [1, 30]. Following [45],
random flip, warping and color jittering are selected as data
augmentation. The same augmentation is applied to a pair
of images. We use Adam optimizer [13] with a batch size
of 12 and initial learning rate (lr) of 2e−4 which drops to
2e−5. There are 60 training epochs and lr is dropped at 50.
For training, we use 1 for woff , 0.1 for wsize, wedge, and 10
for wnode. For inference, we use 0.5, 0.4 and 0.4 as τinit, τE
and τN , respectively. These values are chosen empirically.

4.2. MOT Challenge Evaluation Results

We submit our result to the MOT16/17/20 Challenge test
server and compare it with the recent online MOT models
as shown in Table 1. Note that the methods using tracklet
interpolation as post-processing (e.g., ByteTrack [44]) are
excluded to satisfy online setting. Visualization results are
provided in the supplementary material.
Evaluation metrics. We use the standard evaluation met-
rics for 2D MOT [2]: Multi-object Tracking Accuracy
(MOTA), ID F1 Score (IDF1), False Negative (FN), False
Positive (FP), and Identity Switch (IDS) [17]. While MOTA
is computed by FP, FN, and IDS, and thus focuses on the
detection performance, IDF1 [29] is a metric focused on
tracking performance. Also, mostly tracked targets (MT)
and mostly lost targets (ML) represent the ratio of GT tra-
jectories covered by a track hypothesis for at least 80% and
at most 20% of their respective life span, respectively.
Evaluation results of MOT16/17. Without extra train-
ing datasets, MOTA of SGT is higher than CSTrack [19]
and FairMOT [45] by about 3%, and it is comparable
with FairMOT trained with extra training datasets. With
CrowdHuman as an extra training dataset, SGT achieves
the highest MOTA on MOT16/17 based on the best trade-
off between FP and FN. The highest MT indicates that
SGT generates stable and long-lasting tracklets which is

Table 1. Evaluation results of ours and recent online JDT mod-
els on the MOT16/17/20 benchmarks (private detection). OMC–
F [18] applies its method on FairMOT [45]. For each metric, the
best is bolded and the second best is underlined. The values not
provided are filled by “-”. † indicates no extra training dataset.
Method MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ ML↓ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓

MOT16 [24]

QDTrack [26] † 69.8 67.1 41.6 19.8 9861 44050 1097
TraDes [38] 70.1 64.7 37.3 20.0 8091 45210 1144
CSTrack [19] † 71.3 68.6 - - - - 1356
SGT (Ours) † 74.1 71.0 43.6 15.8 9784 35946 1528
GSDT [34] 74.5 68.1 41.2 17.3 8913 36428 1229
FairMOT [45] 74.9 72.8 44.7 15.9 - - 1074
CSTrack [19] 75.6 73.3 42.8 16.5 9646 33777 1121
RelationTrack [41] 75.6 75.8 43.1 21.5 9786 34214 448
OMC [18] 76.4 74.1 46.1 13.3 10821 31044 -
CorrTracker [33] 76.6 74.3 47.8 13.3 10860 30756 979
SGT (Ours) 76.8 73.5 49.3 10.5 10695 30394 1276

MOT17 [24]

CTracker [27] † 66.6 57.4 32.2 24.2 22284 160491 5529
CenterTrack [48] 67.8 64.7 34.6 24.6 18489 160332 3039
QDTrack [26] † 68.7 66.3 40.6 21.9 26598 146643 3378
TraDes [38] 69.1 63.9 36.4 21.5 20892 150060 3555
FairMOT [45] † 69.8 69.9 - - - - 3996
SOTMOT [46] 71.0 71.9 42.7 15.3 39537 118983 5184
GSDT [34] 73.2 66.5 41.7 17.5 26397 120666 3891
SGT (Ours) † 73.2 70.2 42.0 17.7 25332 121155 4809
FairMOT [45] 73.7 72.3 43.2 17.3 27507 117477 3303
RelationTrack [41] 73.8 74.7 41.7 23.2 27999 118623 1374
TransTrack [32] 74.5 63.9 46.8 11.3 28323 112137 3663
OMC–F [18] 74.7 73.8 44.3 15.4 30162 108556 -
CSTrack [19] 74.9 72.3 41.5 17.5 23847 114303 3567
OMC [18] 76.3 73.8 44.7 13.6 28894 101022 -
SGT (Ours) 76.4 72.8 48.0 11.7 25974 102885 4101
CorrTracker [33] 76.5 73.6 47.6 12.7 29808 99510 3369

MOT20 [8]

FairMOT [45] 61.8 67.3 68.8 7.6 103440 88901 5243
TransTrack [32] 64.5 59.2 49.1 13.6 28566 151377 3565
SGT (Ours) † 64.5 62.7 62.7 10.2 67352 111201 4909
CorrTracker [33] 65.2 69.1 66.4 8.9 79429 95855 5183
CSTrack [19] 66.6 68.6 50.4 15.5 25404 144358 3196
GSDT [34] 67.1 67.5 53.1 13.2 31913 135409 3131
RelationTrack [41] 67.2 70.5 62.2 8.9 61134 104597 4243
SOTMOT [46] 68.6 71.4 64.9 9,7 57064 101154 4209
OMC [18] 70.7 67.8 56.6 13.3 22689 125039 -
SGT (Ours) 72.8 70.6 64.3 12.7 25161 112963 2474

attributed to the proposed detection recovery mechanism.
Compared with the models based on the same detector
[48, 26, 38, 34, 45, 41, 33, 46, 33], SGT outperforms all
of them, except CorrTracker [33] which shows marginally
higher MOTA by 0.1% on MOT17. When we compare SGT
with OMC–F [18] which is also specially designed to track
low-scored detections on top of FairMOT [45], SGT shows
lower FN with lower FP, demonstrating the superiority of
our detection recovery mechanism over OMC [18]. SGT
achieves excellent tracking performance on MOT20, while
it shows high IDS on MOT17. This is caused by non-human
occluders (e.g., vehicles) frequently appearing in MOT17.
Since pedestrian is the only target class for training the de-
tector, other non-human objects are not included in top-K
detections and for relational modeling as well. This leads to
inferior tracking performance in MOT17.
Evaluation results of MOT20. In MOT20, scenes are
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severely crowded and partial occlusion is dominant com-
pared with MOT16/17. When the same detection threshold
(τD) is employed, existing methods suffer from missed de-
tections caused by less confident detection output. [45, 33,
41] use lower detection threshold for MOT20, yet this re-
sults in high FP, IDS and low IDF1 since their pairwise rela-
tional features are not strong enough for correctly matching
with a large number of tracking candidates. On the other
hand, our higher-order relational features allows SGT to
effectively address this problem and achieve state-of-the-
art in MOTA as shown in Table 1. SGT surpasses Cor-
rTracker [33] in MOTA by 7.6% while it shows higher
MOTA than SGT in MOT17. SGT achieves better trade-
off between FN and FP, and higher MOTA and IDF1 than
OMC [18] whose detection recovery method is applied to
CSTrack [19]. Although OMC exploits past frame as tem-
poral cues to carefully select the low-scored detections, its
matching is still limited by the pairwise relational features.
In contrast, SGT performs matching using the higher-order
relational features updated by GNNs, and thus, SGT out-
performs OMC in spite of the low-scored detections simply
selected by top-K sampling. Table 8 further supports the
importance of higher-order relational features.
Inference speed. We measure the inference speed in terms
of frames-per-second (FPS) using a single V100 GPU.
SGT runs at 23.0/23.0/19.9 FPS on MOT16/17/20, respec-
tively. For fair comparison, we select the methods report-
ing FPS measured on the same GPU. CorrTracker [33] and
TransTrack [32] run at 14.8 and 10.0 FPS, respectively, on
MOT17, while CorrTracker runs at 8.5 FPS on MOT20.
SGT runs much faster than them on both MOT17/20 since
SGT performs relational modeling sparsely at object-level
by top-K sampling of detections, compared with them
densely modeling the relationship of features at pixel-level.

4.3. HiEve Challenge Evaluation

Table 2 compares ours and online JDT models on the
HiEve Challenge. Without extra training datasets, SGT
achieves 47.2 MOTA and 53.7 IDF1. Under the condition
without extra datasets, SGT shows a large improvement in
both MOTA and IDF1 compared to FairMOT [45] and Cen-
terTrack [48]. SGT can even achieve comparable MOTA
and higher IDF1 than CSTrack [19] which uses extra train-
ing datasets following the MOT benchmarks.

4.4. Ablation Experiments

Ablation experiments are conducted by training model
on the first half of the MOT17 train dataset and evaluating
it on the rest. More analysis on detection recovery and ab-
lation experiments can be found in the supplementary ma-
terial.
Detection recovery. We conduct analysis of our archi-
tecture and comparison with another detection recovery

Table 2. Evaluation results of ours and recent online JDT models
on the HiEve benchmark (private detection). For each metric, the
best is bolded and the second best is underlined. † indicates no
extra training dataset.
Method MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ ML↓ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓
DeepSORT [37] † 27.1 28.5 8.4 41.4 5894 42668 3122
JDE [35] † 33.1 36.0 15.1 24.1 6318 43577 3747
FairMOT [45] † 35.0 46.7 16.3 44.2 6523 37750 995
CenterTrack [48] † 40.9 45.1 10.8 32.2 3208 36414 1568
NewTracker [31] 46.4 43.2 26.3 30.8 4667 30489 2133
SGT (Ours) † 47.2 53.7 24.0 28.8 4699 30727 1361
CSTrack [19] 48.6 51.4 20.4 33.5 2366 31933 1475

Figure 4. Illustration of long-term association in SGT without
Kalman filter [3]. Each color indicates the unique ID.

Table 3. Ablation study of the detection recovery (DR) method.
DR–GNN denotes DR by tracking using the edge features updated
by GNNs. NC denotes the node classifier that filtering out recov-
ered detections using the node classifier. BG denotes that top-K
scored detections of It1 are used as Nt1.
Model DR–GNN NC BG MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓

SGT (Ours)
✓ 70.7 73.3 49.9 3400 11794 619
✓ ✓ 70.8 73.3 45.4 1952 13074 750
✓ ✓ ✓ 71.3 73.8 46.6 2190 12742 588

FairMOT [45] 69.6 72.5 44.0 2681 13341 414
BYTE [44] 69.7 73.3 47.5 3638 12347 400

Table 4. Ablation study of training techniques. J and P denote joint
training and pseudo labeling, respectively.

P J MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓
38.5 55.8 54.3 21678 10136 1418

✓ 69.1 69.7 47.2 3478 12360 847
✓ ✓ 71.3 73.8 46.6 2190 12742 588

method, BYTE [44], and the results are shown in Table 3.
Spatio-temporal relational modeling with top-K detections
of the previous frame benefits SGT to extract discriminative
edge features. Otherwise, tracking performance is degraded
with high IDS. In SGT, low-scored detections are also used
for tracking and can be recovered, but FP recovery could be
occurred. The node classifier verifies recovery cases with
the updated node features and reduces FP. When we com-
pare DR-GNN with BYTE [44] applied on FairMOT [45],
DR-GNN achieves better trade-off between FP and FN, and
consequently, higher MOTA. This demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of edge features updated in the GNN.
Training strategy. According to Table 4, pseudo labeling
based on top-K detections is an important training tech-
nique for SGT. Both object–object and object–background
pairs are included in edge labels by employing top-K de-
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Table 5. Effectiveness of adaptive feature smoothing (AdapFS).
Feature Soothing Adaptive Weight MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓

71.3 73.1 46.9 2178 12724 590
✓ 71.4 72.9 46.9 2170 12713 589
✓ ✓ 71.3 73.8 46.6 2190 12742 588

Table 6. Ablation study of the long-term association in SGT. The
unit of agemax is second while that of agemin is frame.

agemax agemin MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓
0 0 70.5 63.1 45.7 2043 13048 833
1 0 71.2 72.9 47.2 2374 12599 627
1 1 71.2 73.8 47.2 2341 12620 587
1 10 71.3 73.8 46.6 2190 12742 588

Table 7. Robustness of K. Memory and time taken for training,
MOT performance and speed are measured on different K values.
K (Train) K (Test) MOTA↑ IDF1↑ FPS↑ Memory (GB) Time (hr)

100 50 71.3 73.8 23.6 13.5 3
100 100 71.3 73.8 23.5 13.5 3
100 300 71.5 72.8 22.2 13.5 3
100 500 71.4 72.9 21.8 13.5 3
300 300 71.2 75.2 22.0 14.4 3.4
500 500 71.8 73.4 21.9 15.6 3.8

Table 8. Effect of the number of GNN iterations.
Niter MOTA↑ IDF1↑ MT↑ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓

0 67.3 71.2 42.2 2538 14547 578
1 70.9 73.2 46.0 2572 12571 604
2 71.0 73.4 48.4 2578 12516 583
3 71.3 73.8 46.6 2190 12742 588

tections as pseudo labels. Training with object–background
pairs as extra negative examples effectively supervises SGT
not to false positively match. Jointly training detector and
tracker leads to better performance, instead of using frozen
backbone which is pretrained with detector.
Effectiveness of AdapFS. With the fixed weight, IDF1 is
slightly decreased as shown in Table 5. On the other hand,
IDF1 increases and tracking performance is improved based
on our proposed adaptive feature smoothing in SGT.
Long-term association. As shown in Table 6, introduc-
ing long-term association into SGT significantly increases
IDF1. We use agemin of 10 frames so that only the sta-
ble tracklets are stored and false positive recovery cases are
avoided as much as possible. When the objects are fully
occluded as shown in Figure 4, SGT fails to track and re-
cover them. However, SGT can match them without a mo-
tion model when they reappear.
Robustness of K value. We validate the robustness of K
in SGT by training with different K values (e.g., 100, 300,
500) and inference with unseen K values (e.g., 50, 300,
500) using the model trained with K = 100. As shown in
Table 7, consistent tracking performance is observed across
different K values for training and unseen K values. Mem-
ory and time consumption for training and inference speed
(FPS) are only slightly affected by increasing K.
Number of GNN iterations. As shown in Table 8, FN is
much higher when GNN is not yet used for updating edge

Table 9. Effect of choosing different relational features for initial-
izing edge feature.

Combination of features MOTA↑ IDF1↑ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓
x, y, w, h, IoU, Sim 71.3 73.8 2190 12742 588

x, y, w, h, IoU 69.9 71.5 1953 13508 821
x, y, w, h 70.4 70.6 2113 13205 704

x, y 69.6 70.3 1691 13899 837
IoU, Sim 69.6 72.1 2066 13272 640

and node features. Also, more GNN iteration improves
MOTA and IDF1. This trend proves that the higher-order
relational features are more effective in learning spatio-
temporal consistency to perform detection recovery than the
pairwise relational features (Niter = 0).
Design of edge feature. As stated in Eq. 1 of the main pa-
per, we use difference of center coordinates, ratio of width
and height, IoU, and cosine similarity to initialize the edge
features. Here, both position and appearance relational fea-
tures are included in the edge features. As shown in Table 9,
SGT achieves the best by utilizing all of them.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

Partial occlusion in a video leads to low-confident de-
tection output. Existing online MOT models suffer from
missed detections since they use only high-scored detec-
tions for tracking. This paper presents SGT, a novel online
graph tracker that is jointly trained with a detector and re-
covers the missed detections by tracking top-K scored de-
tections. We also show that pseudo labeling is critical to
training SGT and adaptive feature smoothing is a simple but
effective inference technique. SGT captures the object-level
spatio-temporal consistency in video data by exploiting
higher-order relational features of objects and background
patches from the current and past frames. SGT outperforms
recent online MOT models in MOTA on MOT16/17/20,
but particularly shows a large improvement in MOTA on
MOT20 which is vulnerable to missed detections due to oc-
clusion caused by severe crowdedness. Our effective detec-
tion recovery method contributes to the outstanding perfor-
mance of SGT as demonstrated in the extensive ablation ex-
periments. Future works will exploit longer temporal cues
and model the spatio-temporal relationship of non-human
objects (e.g., vehicles). We hope SGT inspires MOT com-
munity to further explore graph tracker and detection recov-
ery by tracking framework for online setting.
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